The Flower Master A Rei Shimura Mystery Rei
Shimu
Eventually, you will very discover a additional experience and carrying out by spending more cash. yet
when? reach you take that you require to get those all needs as soon as having significantly cash? Why
dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to
understand even more regarding the globe, experience, some places, next history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your enormously own times to acquit yourself reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy
now is the flower master a rei shimura mystery rei shimu below.

Zen Attitude Sujata Massey 2013-07-30 Life in modern Tokyo is a blast for Rei Shimura, a young
Japanese-American woman who enjoys busy days as an antiques dealer and steamy nights with a
devoted new boyfriend. But things come to a standstill when Rei overpays for a rare old chest of drawers
for a wealthy client, the owner of a famous Zen temple in Kamakura. The exquisite tansu turns out to be a
fake: the worst deal Rei has ever made. When the temple family turns on Rei -- and the con man who
sold the tansu is murdered -- she realizes she's opened a Pandora's box of deception and murder. A
young martial artist, an aspiring rock singer, and an elderly antiques mentor all become part of Rei's
search for the killer through the shadows of an ancient culture. As her world begins to rapidly and
inexplicably unravel, Rei realizes that it will take strength, wit, and a Zen attitude to survive.
How Reading Changed My Life Anna Quindlen 1998-08-25 THE LIBRARY OF CONTEMPORARY
THOUGHT is a groundbreaking series where America's finest writers and most brilliant minds tackle
today's most provocative, fascinating, and relevant issues. Striking and daring, creative and important,
these original voices on matters political, social, economic, and cultural, will enlighten, comfort, entertain,
enrage, and ignite healthy debate across the country.
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One Hundred and One Ways Mako Yoshikawa 2009-09-16 "I have spent most of my life in New Jersey,
but the blood of a geisha courses through me yet." If Kiki Takehashi's life is dramatically different from
that of her reserved Japanese-American mother, it is light-years away from that of her grandmother,
whom she knows only through old family stories. Kiki has recently become engaged to Eric, a handsome,
successful New York City lawyer. But at the same time she is haunted--quite literally--by the memory of
her friend Phillip, killed the previous year in a mountaineering accident. Kiki has never met her
grandmother Yukiko, for whom she is named. Still, thoroughly American though she is, she feels a secret
kinship with her. Kiki is swept up by the story of this strong, proud, passionate woman who, against all
odds, in a time and place far different from her own, was sold by her impoverished family, became a
famous geisha, and found the love that has so far eluded the rest of the Takehashi women. Lyrical,
haunting, and stunningly evocative, One Hundred and One Ways introduces a powerful and exciting new
voice in contemporary fiction. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Aunty Lee's Delights Ovidia Yu 2013-09-17 This delectable and witty mystery introduces Rosie “Aunty”
Lee, feisty widow, amateur sleuth and proprietor of Singapore’s best-loved home cooking restaurant. After
losing her husband, Rosie Lee could easily have become one of Singapore’s “tai tai,” an idle rich lady
devoted to an aimless life of mah-jongg and luxury shopping. Instead she threw herself into building a
culinary empire from her restaurant, Aunty Lee’s Delights, where spicy Singaporean home cooking is
graciously served by Rosie Lee herself to locals and tourists alike. But when a body is found in one of
Singapore’s beautiful tourist havens, and when one of her wealthy guests fails to show at a dinner party,
Aunty Lee knows that the two are likely connected. The murder and disappearance throws together Aunty
Lee’s henpecked stepson Mark, his social-climbing wife Selina, a gay couple whose love is still illegal in
Singapore, and an elderly Australian tourist couple whose visit—billed at first as a pleasure cruise—may
mask a deeper purpose. Investigating the murder is rookie Police Commissioner Raja, who quickly
discovers that the savvy and well-connected Aunty Lee can track down clues even better than local law
enforcement. Wise, witty and unusually charming, Aunty Lee’s Delights is a spicy mystery about love,
friendship and home cooking in Singapore, where money flows freely and people of many religions and
ethnicities co-exist peacefully, but where tensions lurk just below the surface, sometimes with deadly
results.
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The Bombay Prince Sujata Massey 2021-06-01 Bombay’s first female lawyer, Perveen Mistry, is compelled
to bring justice to the family of a murdered female Parsi student just as Bombay’s streets erupt in riots to
protest British colonial rule. Sujata Massey is back with this third installment to the Agatha and Mary
Higgins Clark Award-winning series set in 1920s Bombay. November 1921. Edward VIII, Prince of Wales
and future ruler of India, is arriving in Bombay to begin a fourmonth tour. The Indian subcontinent is
chafing under British rule, and Bombay solicitor Perveen Mistry isn’t surprised when local unrest over the
royal arrival spirals into riots. But she’s horrified by the death of Freny Cuttingmaster, an eighteen-year-old
female Parsi student, who falls from a second-floor gallery just as the prince’s grand procession is
passing by her college. Freny had come for a legal consultation just days before her death, and what she
confided makes Perveen suspicious that her death was not an accident. Feeling guilty for failing to have
helped Freny in life, Perveen steps forward to assist Freny’s family in the fraught dealings of the coroner’s
inquest. When Freny’s death appears suspicious, Perveen knows she can’t rest until she sees justice
done. But Bombay is erupting: as armed British secret service march the streets, rioters attack anyone
with perceived British connections, and desperate shopkeepers destroy their own wares so they will not
be targets of racial violence. Can Perveen help a suffering family when her own is in danger?
Passage West Rishi Reddi 2020-04-21 A Recommended Book from BookRiot, Bustle, The Millions and
Teen Vogue A Los Angeles Times BEST CALIFORNIA BOOK of 2020 * A New England Independent
Booksellers' 2020 NEW ENGLAND BOOK AWARD FINALIST A sweeping, vibrant first novel following a
family of Indian sharecroppers at the onset of World War I, revealing a little-known part of California
history 1914: Ram Singh arrives in the Imperial Valley on the Mexican border, reluctantly accepting his
friend Karak’s offer of work and partnership in a small cantaloupe farm. Ram is unmoored; fleeing
violence in Oregon, he desperately longs to return to his wife and newborn son in Punjab—but he is duty
bound to make his fortune first. In the Valley, American settlement is still new and the rules are ever
shifting. Alongside Karak; Jivan and his wife, Kishen; and Amarjeet, a U.S. soldier, Ram struggles to farm
in the unforgiving desert. When he meets an alluring woman who has fought in Mexico’s revolution, he
strives to stay true to his wife. The Valley is full of settlers hailing from other cities and different
continents. The stakes are high and times are desperate—just one bad harvest or stolen crop could
destabilize a family. And as anti- immigrant sentiment rises among white residents, the tensions of life in
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the west finally boil over. In her ambitious debut novel, Rishi Reddi, award-winning author of Karma and
Other Stories, explores an enduring question: Who is welcome in America? Richly imagined and
beautifully rendered, Passage West offers a moving portrait of one man’s search for home.
Aunty Lee's Chilled Revenge Ovidia Yu 2016-04-05 Rosie “Aunty” Lee—feisty widow, amateur sleuth and
proprietor of Singapore’s best-loved home cooking restaurant—is back in another delectable, witty mystery
set in Singapore. Slightly hobbled by a twisted ankle, crime-solving restaurateur Aunty Lee begrudgingly
agrees to take a rest from running her famous café, Aunty Lee’s Delights, and turns over operations to
her friend and new business partner Cherril. The café serves as a meeting place for an animal rescue
society that Cherril once supported. They were forced to dissolve three years earlier after a British expat
killed the puppy she’d adopted, sparking a firestorm of scandal. The expat, Allison Fitzgerald, left
Singapore in disgrace, but has returned with an ax to grind (and a lawsuit). At the café one afternoon,
Cherril receives word that Allison has been found dead in her hotel—and foul play is suspected. When a
veterinarian, who was also involved in the scandal, is found dead, suspicion soon falls on the animal
activists. What started with an internet witch hunt has ended in murder—and in a tightly knit, law-and-order
society like Singapore, everyone is on edge. Before anyone else gets hurt—and to save her
business—Aunty Lee must get to the bottom of what really happened three years earlier, and figure out
who is to be trusted in this tangled web of scandal and lies.
Mystery Women, Volume Three (Revised) Colleen Barnett 2010-12-31 Like other fictional characters,
female sleuths may live in the past or the future. They may represent current times with some level of
reality or shape their settings to suit an agenda. There are audiences for both realism and escapism in the
mystery novel. It is interesting, however, to compare the fictional world of the mystery sleuth with the
world in which readers live. Of course, mystery readers do not share one simplistic world. They live in
urban, suburban, and rural areas, as do the female heroines in the books they read. They may choose a
book because it has a familiar background or because it takes them to places they long to visit. Readers
may be rich or poor; young or old; conservative or liberal. So are the heroines. What incredible choices
there are today in mystery series! This three-volume encyclopedia of women characters in the mystery
novel is like a gigantic menu. Like a menu, the descriptions of the items that are provided are subjective.
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Volume 3 of Mystery Women as currently updated adds an additional 42 sleuths to the 500 plus who were
covered in the initial Volume 3. These are more recently discovered sleuths who were introduced during
the period from January 1, 1990 to December 31, 1999. This more than doubles the number of sleuths
introduced in the 1980s (298 of whom were covered in Volume 2) and easily exceeded the 347 series
(and some outstanding individuals) described in Volume 1, which covered a 130-year period from
1860-1979. It also includes updates on those individuals covered in the first edition; changes in status,
short reviews of books published since the first edition through December 31, 2008.
The Samurai's Daughter Sujata Massey 2003-03-04 Antiques dealer Rei Shimura is in San Francisco
visiting her parents and researching a personal project to trace the story of 100 years of Japanese
decorative arts through her own family's history. But Rei's work is interrupted by the arrival of her longdistance boyfriend, lawyer Hugh Glendinning, who is involved in a class action lawsuit on behalf of people
forced to engage in slave labor for Japanese companies during World War II. Suddenly, when one of
Hugh's clients is murdered, their two projects intertwine. Before long, Rei uncovers troubling facts about
her own family's actions during the war. As she starts to unravel the truth and search for a killer, the
notions of family ties and loyalty take on an entirely new meaning. Sujata Massey, whom critics
consistently praise for her ability to balance murder and mystery with captivating cultural lore, is back with
another gripping and provocative tale sure to keep readers charmed from start to finish.
A Murder at Malabar Hill Sujata Massey 2021-06 A legally-minded sleuth takes to the streets of 1920s
Bombay in a fascinating new mystery.
India Gray Massey Sujata 2015-11-18 Four unforgettable heroines star in a collection of romantic,
suspenseful novellas and stories spanning India's late colonial period up to the present day.
The Salaryman's Wife Sujata Massey 2013-10-01 Winner of the Agatha Award. "Sujata Massey blasts her
way into fiction with The Salaryman's Wife, a cross-cultural mystery of manners with a decidedly sexy
edge."-- Janet Evanonich Japanese-American Rei Shimura is a 27-year-old English teacher living in one
of Tokyo's seediest neighborhoods. She doesn't make much money, but she wouldn't go back home to
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California even if she had a free ticket (which, thanks to her parents, she does.) She's determined to
make it on her own. Her independence is threatened however, when a getaway to an ancient castle town
is marred by murder. Rei is the first to find the beautiful wife of a high-powered businessman, dead in the
snow. Taking charge, as usual, Rei searches for clues by crashing a funeral, posing as a bar-girl, and
somehow ending up pursued by police and paparazzi alike. In the meantime, she attempts to piece
together a strange, ever-changing puzzle—one that is built on lies and held together by years of sex and
deception. The first installment in the Rei Shimura series, The Salaryman's Wife is a riveting tale of death,
love, and sex, told in a unique cross-cultural voice.
The Flower Master Sujata Massey 2000-04-05 Family secrets come to haunt half-American, half-Japanese
Rei Shimura, a Tokyo antiques dealer, when she attempts to reveal the murderer of her instructor in
ikebana, the Japanese art of flower arranging. By the author of Zen Attitude. Reprint.
The Brave and the Bold (1955-) #28 Gardner Fox 2016-09-13 Featuring the first appearance of the
Justice League of America! When Starro the Conqueror arrives on Earth intent on enslaving humanity, it's
up to the superheroes of the world to band together and defeat the evil alien! Also featuring the first
appearance of Lucas 'Snapper' Carr.
A Bend In the River Libby Fischer Hellmann 2021-05-12 In 1968 two young Vietnamese sisters flee to
Saigon after their village on the Mekong River is attacked by American forces and burned to the ground.
The only survivors of the brutal massacre that killed their family, the sisters struggle to survive but
become estranged, separated by sharply different choices and ideologies. Mai ekes out a living as a GI
bar girl in Saigon but Tâm's anger festers, and she heads into jungle terrain to fight with the Viet Cong.
For nearly ten years, neither sister knows if the other is alive. Do they both survive the war? And if they
do, can they mend their fractured relationship? Or are the wounds from their journeys too deep to heal? In
a stunning departure from her two series of crime thrillers, Libby Fischer Hellmann delves into a universal
story about survival, family, and the consequences of war.
The Secrets of St. Joanna Steven Knapp 2020-11-20 September 1940In London, a high-level British Agent
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is found murdered in a safe house known only to the Intelligence service-the clues lead to a mysterious
order of assassins, a list of targets-and to Mason Wright.Frank "Sully" Sullivan, an American working for
British Intelligence, is responsible for finding the person who murdered his friend. Unsure of Mason's
involvement, he wonders if he is the man responsible or the group's next victim. Sully is just going to have
to trust him for now. Deciding the answers may lie in Occupied France. Mason, Sully, and of course
Collette, who refuses to be left behind, follow the clues into Nazi occupied territory to find out who is
behind the killings. Joining the newly formed Resistance in a small town outside of Paris, their trail takes
them through Loire Valley wine country, uncovering dark secrets of the Third Reich and eventually leading
them face to face with Mason's old nemesis.The second book in the Mason Wright Series, The Secrets of
Saint Joanna will take you from the streets of wartime London, through a remote Spanish train station at
the base of the Pyrenees, and into Occupied France. With the help of the owners of a local winery, some
old and new friends, Mason, Sully and Collette risk their lives in search of answers.
Girl in a Box Sujata Massey 2009-10-13 Chronically underemployed Japanese-American sleuth Rei
Shimura has taken a freelance gig with a Washington, D.C., alphabet agency that just might have ties to
the CIA. Her mission, should she choose to accept it, is to go undercover as a clerk in a big Tokyo
department store. It's a risky assignment, but it also gives Rei a store discount that allows her to freely
indulge her shopaholic tendencies. Meanwhile, she's listening in on private conversations, crashing a
conference, and fending off the unwanted advances of a couple of the store's executives who seem
fascinated by her navel ring. When her cover is blown, Rei is in big trouble. Suddenly she's neck-deep in
something very nasty, and it will take all her resourcefulness and unorthodox methods to survive a
determined killer.
The Typhoon Lover Sujata Massey 2005-10-04 Interviewing for a mysterious job opportunity, antiques
dealer Rei Shimura undertakes the task of finding and authenticating an ancient Middle Eastern pitcher
that has disappeared from Iraq's national museum, an endeavor that is complicated by a passionate
Japanese collector and a typhoon. By the author of The Pearl Diver. 25,000 first printing.
Shimura Trouble Sujata Massey 2009 A Rei Shimura Mystery - During a family reunion on the island of
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Oahu, Japanese-American undercover spy Rei Shimura is roped into helping the Hawaiian branch of her
family regain land stolen from them during World War II. But when fire sweeps the island and her young
cousin is accused of arson, Rei, with the assistance of both her boyfriend and ex-lover, must discover the
truth, which turns out to be linked to the Shimura family history . . .
The Bride's Kimono Sujata Massey 2001-09-04 Antiques dealer Rei Shimura has managed to snag one of
the most lucrative and prestigious freelance jobs of her career: transporting a packet of exquisitely
embroidered nineteenth-century kimonos from Tokyo to Washington, D.C., for an exhibit, and to give a
lecture on them. It's been years since Rei has set foot in the land of her birth, and in that time, she's
become estranged from it. On the other hand, she does not exactly fit in with the band of Japanese office
ladies she's accompanied, who have traveled to the United States for a week's worth of shopping. Still,
everything seems to be going well enough, until one of the kimonos is stolen from her hotel room and
Rei's passport shows up in a Dumpster behind a shopping mall -- on the dead body of one of the office
ladies. In the middle of this, Rei's ex-boyfriend, Hugh Glendinning, inexplicably arrives in town. The Bride's
Kimono takes us on an utterly absorbing ride as Rei tries to find the stolen kimono, uncover its
significance in an ancient Japanese love triangle, decide between two men, and unmask a murderer. The
Bride's Kimono is Sujata Massey's strongest novel yet -- sexy and suspenseful, deftly balancing mystery,
murder, romance, and culture shock with an alluring historical subplot involving priceless kimonos.
Japanese Demon Lore Noriko T. Reider 2010-09-30 Oni, ubiquitous supernatural figures in Japanese
literature, lore, art, and religion, usually appear as demons or ogres. Characteristically threatening,
monstrous creatures with ugly features and fearful habits, including cannibalism, they also can be
harbingers of prosperity, beautiful and sexual, and especially in modern contexts, even cute and lovable.
There has been much ambiguity in their character and identity over their long history. Usually male, their
female manifestations convey distinctivly gendered social and cultural meanings. Oni appear frequently in
various arts and media, from Noh theater and picture scrolls to modern fiction and political propaganda,
They remain common figures in popular Japanese anime, manga, and film and are becoming embedded
in American and international popular culture through such media. Noriko Reiderýs book is the first in
English devoted to oni. Reider fully examines their cultural history, multifaceted roles, and complex
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significance as "others" to the Japanese.
The Samurai's Daughter Sujata Massey 2012-05-01 A new crime–thriller full of suspense from Sujata
Massey, the acclaimed author of The Bride's Kimono and The Floating Girl. Antiques dealer Rei Shimura
is in San Francisco visiting her parents and researching a personal project tracing the story of 100 years
of Japanese decorative arts through her own family's experience. Her work is interrupted by the arrival of
her boyfriend, lawyer Hugh Glendinning, who is involved in a class action lawsuit on behalf of aged Asian
nationals forced to engage in slave labour for Japanese companies during World War II. These two
projects suddenly intertwine when one of Hugh's clients is murdered and Rei begins to uncover unsavoury
facts about her own family's actions during the war. Rei unravels the truth, finds the killer, and at the
same time learns about family ties and loyalty and the universal desire to avoid blame.
Sweet Blue Flowers Takako Shimura 2017-09-19 Fumi is glad Akira is back in her life. Even in
kindergarten, Akira knew how to stand up for herself, and she was always willing to stand up for Fumi too.
But Fumi’s first love recently got married, and Fumi is grappling with a broken heart and the fact that her
sweetheart was another woman... Can Akira’s open heart help dispel the gloom Fumi has been caught up
in? -- VIZ Media
The Paper Bark Tree Mystery Ovidia Yu 2019-06-27 *SHORTLISTED FOR THE CWA SAPERE BOOKS
HISTORICAL DAGGER* 'Simply glorious. Every nook and cranny of 1930s Singapore is brought richly to
life' CATRIONA MCPHERSON 'Charming' RHYS BOWEN 'One of the most likeable heroines in modern
literature' SCOTSMAN _________ Su Lin is doing her dream job: assistant at Singapore's brand new
detective agency. Until Bald Bernie decides a 'local girl' can't be trusted with private investigations, and
replaces her with a new secretary - pretty, privileged, and white. So Su Lin's not the only person finding it
hard to mourn Bernie after he's found dead in the filing room. And when her best friend's dad is accused,
she gets up to some sleuthing work of her own in a bid to clear his name. Su Lin finds out that Bernie
may have been working undercover, trading stolen diamonds for explosives from enemy troops. Was he
really the upright English citizen he claimed to be? Meanwhile, a famous assassin commits his worst
crime yet, and disappears into thin air. Rumours spread that he may be dangerously close to home.
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Beneath the stifling, cloudless Singaporean summer, earthquakes of chaos and political unrest are
breaking out. When a tragic loss shakes Su Lin's personal world to its core, she becomes determined to
find the truth. But in dark, hate-filled times, truth has a price - and Su Lin must decide how much she's
willing to pay for it. _________ Praise for Ovidia Yu: 'One of Singapore's finest living authors' South China
Morning Post 'Chen Su Lin is a true gem. Her slyly witty voice and her admirable, sometimes
heartbreaking, practicality make her the most beguiling narrator heroine I've met in a long while' Catriona
McPherson 'Charming and fascinating with great authentic feel. Ovidia Yu's teenage Chinese sleuth gives
us an insight into a very different culture and time. This book is exactly why I love historical novels' Rhys
Bowen 'A wonderful detective novel . . . a book that introduces one of the most likeable heroines in
modern literature and should be on everyone's Must Read list' Scotsman 'Unassuming, brilliantly
observant' SCMP
Romance Fiction: A Guide to the Genre, 2nd Edition Kristin Ramsdell 2012-03-02 A comprehensive guide
that defines the literature and the outlines the best-selling genre of all time: romance fiction. • A core
collection list in chronological order • An exhaustive bibliographic listing of romance titles • Research
materials and a brief history of the genre • Indexes organized by author, title, and subject
The Pearl Diver Sujata Massey 2012-05-01 The seventh book in Sujata Massey's Agatha and Macavity
Award–winning mystery series is a witty, suspenseful story that takes its young sleuth into the Washington
DC restaurant world. A dazzling engagement ring and the promise of a fresh start bring antiques dealer
and sometime sleuth Rei Shimura to Washington, DC. But just as she's starting to settle down –catching
up with a long–lost cousin and undertaking a lucrative commission furnishing a trendy Japanese
restaurant nearby – things begin to go haywire. First, her cousin vanishes from the restaurant's
opening–night party, and then Rei is drafted to help find a Japanese war bride who disappeared 30 years
earlier. The search for both missing women becomes suspiciously linked, and along the way, Rei faces
truths about herself that may change her destiny – if she lives long enough.
Spring Snow Yukio Mishima 2013-04-09 Yukio Mishima’s Spring Snow is the first novel in his masterful
tetralogy, The Sea of Fertility. Here we meet Shigekuni Honda, who narrates this epic tale of what he
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believes are the successive reincarnations of his friend, Kiyoaki Matsugae. It is 1912 in Tokyo, and the
hermetic world of the ancient aristocracy is being breached for the first time by outsiders — rich provincial
families unburdened by tradition, whose money and vitality make them formidable contenders for social
and political power. Shigekuni Honda, an aspiring lawyer and his childhood friend, Kiyoaki Matsugae, are
the sons of two such families. As they come of age amidst the growing tensions between old and new,
Kiyoaki is plagued by his simultaneous love for and loathing of the spirited young woman Ayakura Satoko.
But Kiyoaki’s true feelings only become apparent when her sudden engagement to a royal prince shows
him the magnitude of his passion — and leads to a love affair both doomed and inevitable.
The Satapur Moonstone Sujata Massey 2019-05-14 The highly anticipated follow-up to the critically
acclaimed novel The Widows of Malabar Hill. India, 1922: It is rainy season in the lush, remote Sahyadri
mountains, where the princely state of Satapur is tucked away. A curse seems to have fallen upon
Satapur’s royal family, whose maharaja died of a sudden illness shortly before his teenage son was struck
down in a tragic hunting accident. The state is now ruled by an agent of the British Raj on behalf of
Satapur’s two maharanis, the dowager queen and her daughter-in-law. The royal ladies are in a dispute
over the education of the young crown prince, and a lawyer’s counsel is required. However, the
maharanis live in purdah and do not speak to men. Just one person can help them: Perveen Mistry,
Bombay’s only female lawyer. Perveen is determined to bring peace to the royal house and make a
sound recommendation for the young prince’s future, but she arrives to find that the Satapur palace is full
of cold-blooded power plays and ancient vendettas. Too late, she realizes she has walked into a trap. But
whose? And how can she protect the royal children from the palace’s deadly curse?
To the Distant Observer Noël Burch 1979-01-01
The Pearl Diver Sujata Massey 2004-08-03 A dazzling engagement ring and the promise of a fresh start
in a new country bring antiques dealer and sometime-sleuth Rei Shimura to Washington, D.C. But while
she tries to play catch-up with her beautiful, politically connected cousin, Kendall, and is commissioned to
furnish a chic Japanese-fusion restaurant, things start to go haywire. First, Kendall vanishes from the
restaurant's opening-night party, and then Rei is drafted to help Andrea, the restaurant's elegant, cagey
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hostess, investigate the disappearance of her own Japanese mother thirty years earlier. As the strands of
these puzzles begin to come together, Rei finds that her relationship with her fiancé, Hugh, has changed
from sizzle to burn. At the same time, she faces troubling questions about what it means to be a loving
mother -- and whether her own independent streak will endanger the women to whom she has grown
close. Rei must research the scary old days of the Vietnam War and delve into the secret history of an
ambitious presidential candidate to piece together the mystery of the vanished women -- and also
understand truths about herself, which may change her destiny. In The Pearl Diver, Sujata Massey
delivers a multilayered, suspenseful story complete with the intrigue, romance, and rich Asian cultural
background that her fans have come to relish.
Zen Attitude Sujata Massey 1998-05-06 Rei Shimura, a Japanese-American woman living with her
Scottish boyfriend, acquires a beautiful chest of drawers that turns out to be a Pandora's box of mystery,
theft, and murder, in the second installment of the series. Original.
Great Women Mystery Writers Elizabeth Blakesley Lindsay 2007 Surveys the lives and works of some 90
contemporary women mystery writers, who are among the most popular authors read today.
Charley's Aunt Brandon Thomas 2013-04 "I'm no ordinary woman..." Jack is in love with Kitty, Charley
with Amy and both need Charley's Aunt to help. But when she doesn't turn up, they coerce their friend
and fellow student into posing as the widowed millionaire, so they can confess their feelings to the girls.
Things become more complicated when first, Jack's father and then Amy's uncle turn up. Both take a
keen interest in Charley's Aunt, "from Brazil - where the nuts come from." One of the most popular comic
farces of all time, Charley's Aunt has been loved since its original performances in 1893 and the
continuous four year run that followed. The original dialogue is retained in this edition, refreshed with
modern stage direction and a new introduction.
Passion, Poison and Petrifaction Shaw Festival Collection (University of Guelph) 1986
Aunty Lee's Deadly Specials Ovidia Yu 2014-09-30 Rosie “Aunty” Lee, the feisty widow, amateur sleuth,
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and proprietor of Singapore’s best-loved home cooking restaurant, is back in another delectable, witty
mystery involving scandal and murder among the city’s elite. Few know more about what goes on in
Singapore than Aunty Lee. When a scandal over illegal organ donation involving prominent citizens makes
news, she already has a list of suspects. There’s no time to snoop, though—Aunty Lee’s Delights is
catering a brunch for local socialites Henry and Mabel Sung at their opulent house. Rumor has it that the
Sung’s fortune is in trouble, and Aunty Lee wonders if the gossip is true. But soon after arriving at the
Sung’s house, her curiosity turns to suspicion. Why is a storage house she discovers locked? What is the
couple arguing about behind closed doors? Where is the guest of honor who never showed up? Then,
Mabel Sung and her son Leonard are found dead. The authorities blame it on Aunty Lee’s special stewed
chicken with buah keluak, a local black nut that can be poisonous if cooked improperly. Aunty Lee has
never carelessly prepared a dish. She’s certain the deaths are murder—and that they’re somehow linked
to the organ donor scandal. To save her business and her reputation, she’s got to prove it—and unmask a
dangerous killer whose next victim may just be Aunty Lee.
All That Is Secret Patricia Raybon 2021-10-05 Stephen Curry’s March 2022 Literati Book Club Pick
Parade Magazine pick for Fall 2021 “Mysteries We Love” PBS Masterpiece’s “Best Mystery Books of
2021: As Recommended by Bestselling Authors” CrimeReads “Best Debut Novels” pick for October 2021
BookBub’s “16 Best Historical Mysteries of 2021” From award-winning author Patricia Raybon comes a
compelling new historical mystery series about a young Black theologian—and Sherlock fan—seeking to
solve her father’s cold case murder in a city ruled by the KKK. Can an amateur detective solve the cold
case mystery of her lost father’s murder? In the winter of 1923, Professor Annalee Spain―a clever but
overworked theologian at a small Chicago Bible college―receives a cryptic telegram calling her home to
Denver to solve the mystery of the murder of her beloved but estranged father. For a young Black
woman, searching for answers in a city ruled by the KKK could mean real danger. Still, with her literary
hero Sherlock Holmes as inspiration, Annalee launches her hunt for clues, attracting two surprising allies:
Eddie, a relentless young white boy searching for his missing father, and Jack, a handsome Black pastor
who loves nightclub dancing and rides in his sporty car, awakening Annalee’s heart to the surprising highs
and lows of romantic love. With their help, Annalee follows clues that land her among Denver’s powerful
elite. But when their sleuthing unravels sinister motives and deep secrets, Annalee confronts the
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dangerous truths and beliefs that could make her a victim too.
The Kizuna Coast Sujata Massey 2015-02-22 Rei Shimura and her husband Michael rush to Japan in the
wake of the 2011 earthquake and tsunami -- she, to find her mentor Yasushi Ishida and his missing
apprentice Mayumi, he, to battle the nuclear disaster in Fukushima.
The Typhoon Lover Sujata Massey 2009-10-13 A young woman with a foothold in two cultures, Rei
Shimura has gone wherever fortune and her unruly passions have led her throughout her chaotic
twenties. Now, after the streamers for her thirtieth birthday celebration have been taken down, the
Japanese-American antiques dealer and part-time sleuth finds herself with an assignment to find and
authenticate an ancient Middle Eastern pitcher that disappeared from Iraq's national museum. The piece
is believed to be in the hands of a wealthy Japanese collector, whose passion for beauty extends to Rei
herself. But when a devastating typhoon hits Tokyo, Rei is trapped with the object of her
investigation—and with much much more than the fate of an ancient pitcher at risk.
Girl in a Box Sujata Massey 2006-08-29 "It's taken me almost a whole lifetime to become a decent liar."
Award-winning author Sujata Massey is back with a delicious blend of mystery and contemporary
women's fiction, and in Girl in a Box, Japanese-American sleuth Rei Shimura is on her most dangerous
outing yet. Chronically underemployed Rei takes a freelance gig with a Washington, D.C., alphabet
agency that just might have ties to the CIA. Her mission, should she choose to accept it, is to go
undercover as a clerk in a big Tokyo department store. It's a tricky and risky assignment, but it also gives
Rei the opportunity to check out all the latest fashions and use her store discount to indulge her shopping
impulses. Meanwhile, she's listening in on conversations not meant for her and crashing a conference
she's not invited to. She winds up fending off the advances of a couple of the store's executives who
seem to be fascinated by her navel ring. When her cover is blown, Rei is in big trouble, and it will take all
her resourcefulness and unorthodox methods to unmask a killer.
Japan and Her Exhibits at the Panama-Pacific International Exhibition, 1915 Hakurankwai kyokwai, Tokyo
1915
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